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Abstract
Determinantal ideals of graphs generalize, among others, the spectrum
and the Smith normal form (SNF) of integer matrices associated to graphs.
In this work we investigate the relationship of the spectrum and the SNF
with the determinantal ideals. We show that an eigenvalue divides the k-
th invariant factor of its SNF if the eigenvalue belongs to a variety of the
k-th univariate integer determinantal ideal of the matrix. This result has
as a corollary a theorem of Rushanan. We also study graphs having the
same determinantal ideals with at most one indeterminate; the socalled
codeterminantal graphs, which generalize the concepts of cospectral and
coinvariant graphs. We establish a necessary and sufficient condition for
graphs to be codeterminantal on R[x], and some computational results on
codeterminantal graphs up to 9 vertices are presented. Finally, we show
that complete graphs and star graphs are determined by the SNF of its
distance Laplacian matrix.
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1 Introduction
Determinantal ideals are a central topic in both commutative algebra and alge-
braic geometry, and they also have numerous connections with invariant theory,
representation theory, and combinatorics [42]. In this article we explore their
connections with algebraic combinatorics. In particular, we investigate their
relationships with the spectrum and the Smith normal form (SNF).
As mentioned in [13, Chapter 13.8.1], there is no very direct connection be-
tween the SNF and the spectrum. However, a few papers trying to relate the
spectrum and SNF of matrices associated to graphs have appeared in the liter-
ature. Rushanan [44] studied the SNF and spectrum of non-singular matrices
with integer entries. He established divisibility relations between the largest
invariant factor sn and the product of all eigenvalues. Newman and Thompson
[41, Section 8] studied the relationship between eigenvalues and invariant fac-
tors of matrices over rings of algebraic integers. Their results are concerned with
products of eigenvalues rather than individual eigenvalues (or subsets thereof).
The connection between the eigenvalues and Smith form has also been studied
by Kirkland [30] for integer matrices with integer eigenvalues arising from the
Laplacian of graphs, and by Lorenzini [34] for Laplacian matrices of rank n− 1.
Recently, Elsheikh and Giesbrecht [21] established some conditions under which
the p-adic valuations of the invariant factors of an integer matrix are equal to
the p-adic valuations of the eigenvalues.
In this article we investigate the relationship between the determinantal
ideals and the SNF and the spectrum. Determinantal ideals of graphs, which
can be viewed as a generalization of both the graph spectrum and the SNF, are
ideals of minors of matrices whose entries are in a polynomial ring. Let M(G)
be an n×n integer matrix associated to the graph G with n vertices. There are
many determinantal ideals that can be associated to G. For example, if x is an
indeterminate, then the k-th determinantal ideal is the ideal generated by the
k-minors of xIn−M(G).. However, it is worth noting that this ideal has subtle
differences depending whether it is included in Z[x] or in R[x]; in R[x] the ideal
is principal, and in Z[x] might not be principal and then we must compute its
Gro¨bner bases to have a compact description of it. For the relevant background
on the theory of determinantal ideals and rings, and their Gro¨bner bases, we
refer to [14, 22].
In this paper we extend a result by Rushanan [44] that states that any eigen-
value of a diagonalizable matrix divides the last invariant factor of its SNF. We
show that an eigenvalue divides the k-th invariant factor of its SNF if the eigen-
value belongs to a variety of the k-th univariate integer determinantal ideal of
the matrix. Next, we investigate graphs having the same determinantal ideals
with at most one indeterminate, the socalled codeterminantal graphs, which
generalize the concepts of cospectral and coinvariant graphs. We establish a
necessary and sufficient condition for graphs to be codeterminantal on R[x],
and we characterize when codeterminantal graphs are cospectral and coinvari-
ant, respectively. Moreover, we present several computational results in which
we look at codeterminantal graphs up to 9 vertices. From this computational
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study, we observe that the best determinantal ideals to distinguish graphs are
the univariate determinantal ideals in Z[x], since they provide a theory that
unifies the spectrum and the SNF. We also look at the SNF and the spectrum
of the adjacency, Laplacian, distance and distance Laplacian of all connected
graphs up to 9 vertices, and from the numerical data we conclude that the SNF
of the distance Laplacian matrix performs the best for distinguishing graphs.
This extends the question of van Dam and Haemers [18] “which graphs are
determined by their spectrum?” to the context of codeterminantal graphs. In
this regard, in Section 4, we show that complete graphs and star graphs are de-
termined by the SNF of its distance Laplacian matrix. Despite that univariate
determinantal ideals in Z[x] are more difficult to compute, we observe that if a
graph is determined by its spectrum, then it is determined by their univariate
determinantal ideals in Z[x]. Finally, we show that complete graphs and star
graphs are determined by the SNF of its distance Laplacian matrix.
This article is structured as follows. We begin in Section 2 by establishing
some basic terminology and giving some basic properties of determinantal ideals.
In Section 3 we explore codeterminantal graphs, and we give the results of our
exhaustive computational study in which we look at the determinantal ideals
of all connected graphs up to 9 vertices. Finally, in Section 4, we show a few
families of graphs that are determined by the SNF of the distance Laplacian
matrix.
2 Determinantal ideals
What is a determinantal ideal? To answer this question we use [43] but we
adopt the notation and terminology from [22, Section 6.5.1].
Let R be a commutative ring with unity, and consider a n ×m matrix M
whose entries are in the polynomial ring R[X ] with X a set of l indeterminates
x1, . . . , xl. We will assume that n ≤ m to simplify notation, because otherwise
we can transpose the matrix without changing the determinants of its sub-
matrices. For k ∈ [n] := {1, . . . , n}, let I = {rj}kj=1 and J = {cj}
k
j=1 be two
sequences such that
1 ≤ r1 < r2 < · · · < rk ≤ n and 1 ≤ c1 < c2 < · · · < ck ≤ m.
Let M [I;J ] denote the submatrix of a matrix M induced by the rows with
indices in I and columns with indices in J . The determinant of M [I;J ] is
called a k-minor of M . We denote by minorsk(M) the set of all k-minors of M .
Definition 1. For k ∈ [n], the k-th determinantal ideal of a matrix M with
entries in R[X ] (or just ideal, if it is clear from the context), denoted Ik(M), is
the ideal generated by minorsk(M).
Let I ⊆ R[X ] be an ideal in R[X ]. The variety V (I) of I is defined as the
set of common roots between polynomials in I. In several contexts it will be
more convenient to consider an extension P of R to define the variety
V P(I) :=
{
a ∈ P l : f(a) = 0 for all f ∈ I
}
.
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The following result, which we shall use in Section 2.3 when we study deter-
minantal ideals with one variable, shows the contention between varieties.
Proposition 2. [43] Let M be an n ×m matrix with entries in R[X ]. Then,
it holds that
〈1〉 ⊇ I1(M) ⊇ · · · ⊇ In(M) ⊇ 〈0〉
and
∅ ⊆ V P(I1(M)) ⊆ · · · ⊆ V
P(In(M)) ⊆ R
l.
An ideal is said to be trivial or unit if it is equal to 〈1〉 (= R[X ]). The
algebraic co-rank γ(M) of M is the maximum integer k for which Ik(M) is
trivial.
It is worth noting the use of a new notation to refer to the following property
of the ideals of two matrices. This is the main underlying concept that will allow
us investigate codeterminantal graphs.
Definition 3. Let M,N be two n×m matrices with entries in R[X ]. We say
that M and N are codeterminantal if Ik(M) = Ik(N) for all k ∈ [n].
We also provide some background on codeterminantal graphs for our results
later on.
Lemma 4. [43] LetM,N be two matrices with entries in R[X ]. Then, Ik(MN) ⊆
Ik(M) ∩ Ik(N).
From which follows.
Theorem 5. [43] Let M,N be two n × m matrices and suppose there exist
U, V, U ′, V ′ such that M = UNV and N = U ′MV ′. Then, M and N are
codeterminantal.
Definition 6. A matrixM is said to be equivalent to N , denoted byM ∼ N , if
there exist invertible matrices U, V with entries in R[X ] such that M = UNV .
Proposition 7. [43] If M and N are equivalent matrices, then M and N are
codeterminantal.
A matrix M can be transformed to N by applying elementary row and
column operations:
1. interchanging any two rows or any two columns,
2. adding integer multiples of one row/column to another row/column,
3. multiplying any row/column by ±1.
These operations are performed by multiplying M by invertible matrices with
entries in R[X ].
Corollary 8. [43] If M is obtained from N by means of elementary row and
column operations, then M and N are codeterminantal.
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In the particular case when the entries of the matrices are on a principal
ideal domain (PID), Proposition 7 can be improved. Recall, for polynomial
rings, R[x] is a PID if and only if R is a field. It follows that we can not have
a PID with more than one indeterminate.
Proposition 9. [43] Let M,N be matrices with entries in a PID. Then, M
and N are equivalent if and only if M and N are codeterminantal.
Theorem 10. [26] If M is an n ×m matrix of rank r with entries in a PID,
then M is equivalent to a diagonal matrix
diag(f1(M), . . . , fr(M), 0, . . . , 0),
where fk(M) 6= 0 and fj(M)|fk(M) for j ≤ k.
The diagonal matrix obtained in Theorem 10 is known as Smith normal
form (SNF) of M , and the elements in its diagonal are called invariant factors.
The SNF of matrices over principal ideal domains such as Z and Q[x] have
many applications in algebraic group theory, combinatorics, homology groups,
integer programming, lattices, linear Diophantine equations, system theory, and
analysis of cryptosystems [16, 28, 47, 45].
In the last 30 years, the SNF of integer matrices of graphs have been of great
interest since it describes the Abelian group obtained from the cokernel. If we
consider an m×n matrix M with integer entries as a linear map M : Zn → Zm,
recall that the cokernel of M is the quotient module Zm/ImM . This finitely
generated Abelian group becomes a graph invariant when we take the matrix
M to be a matrix associated with the graph. For instance, the cokernel of A(G)
is known as the Smith group of G and is denoted S(G), and the torsion part
of the cokernel of L(G) is known as the critical group K(G) of G (also known
as sandpile group). The structure theorem for finitely generated abelian groups
implies the cokernel of M can be described as: coker(M) ∼= Zf1(M) ⊕ Zf2(M) ⊕
· · · ⊕ Zfr(M) ⊕ Z
m−r, where r is the rank of M and f1(M), f2(M), . . . , fr(M)
are the invariant factors of the SNF of the integer matrix M . Much of the
research done in this direction has been motivated by the sandpile group and its
multiple relations with many other branches like algebraic geometry, hyperplane
arrangements, parking functions to mention few. We refer the reader interested
in this topic to the book [31].
Little is known about Smith normal forms of distance matrices. In [25], the
Smith normal forms of the distance matrices were determined for trees, wheels,
cycles, and complements of cycles and are partially determined for complete
multipartite graphs. In [10], the Smith normal form of the distance matrices of
unicyclic graphs and of the wheel graph with trees attached to each vertex were
obtained.
A useful way to compute the invariant factors is given by the following result,
which we shall use to prove our next result (Proposition 13).
Theorem 11 (Elementary divisors theorem). [26] Let M be an n×m matrix
with entries in a PID. Then the k-th invariant factor fk(M) of M is equal to
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∆k(M)/∆k−1(M), where ∆k(M) is the greatest common divisor of the k-minors
of M and ∆0(M) = 1.
Note that when the ring is a PID, the k-th determinantal ideal of M is
generated by ∆k(M). On the other hand, when the ring is not a PID, we will
be interested in finding a minimal representation of the determinantal ideals
like the obtained from Gro¨bner bases [22]. Observe also that the worst case
complexity of computing Gro¨bner bases in Q[x1, . . . , xl] is double exponential
[35], meanwhile computing the SNF of a (polynomial) matrix is performed in
polynomial time [28, 29].
We are interested in studying the determinantal ideals of matrices associ-
ated to graphs with entries in polynomial rings over commutative rings or just
commutative rings.
In this work we consider simple finite connected graphs. Let G = (V,E) be
a graph with vertex set V = {v1, . . . , vn} and E its edge set. In the following,
deg(G) denote the diagonal matrix containing the degrees of the vertices of G
in the diagonal. The transmission of a vertex vi of G is the sum of the distances
from vi to all other vertices, and we denote by T (G) to the diagonal matrix of
vertex transmissions. In the following, A(G) and D(G) denote the adjacency
and distance matrices of graph G with n vertices, respectively. In this way, the
Laplacian matrix L(G) is equal to deg(G) − A(G) and the distance Laplacian
matrix, denoted by F (G)∗, is T (G)−D(G).
Definition 12. Given a graph G with n vertices, a set of indeterminates X =
{xu : u ∈ V (G)} and a inderterminate x, we define the following polynomial
matrices:
• AX(G) = diag(x1, . . . , xn)−A(G),
• DX(G) = diag(x1, . . . , xn)−D(G),
• Ax(G) = xIn − A(G),
• Lx(G) = xIn − L(G),
• Dx(G) = xIn −D(G),
• Fx(G) = xIn − F (G),
where In denotes the identity matrix of size n× n.
The determinantal ideals associated to the matrices AX and DX have been
studied in [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 17] under the name of critical ideals and distance ideals,
respectively. On the other hand, the univariate determinantal ideals of Ax are
known as characteristic ideals. The first reference to a characteristic ideal might
be found in [37] dealing with the n-th determinantal ideal of matrices of the
form Mx := xIn −M . We follow [37] to name Laplacian characteristic ideals,
∗In the literature the notation DL is commonly used for the distance Laplacian matrix,
but in the manuscript we have chosen F , instead, to simplify the notation.
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distance characteristic ideals and distance Laplacian characteristic ideals to the
univariate determinantal ideals of the matrices Lx, Dx and Fx, respectively.
Let us include more notation in order to clearly know the (polynomial) ring
in which the determinantal ideal is defined; for that we shall use an additional
superscript in the ideal. Let M(G) be one of the integer matrix associated to a
graph G introduced above, we will denote by IRk (MX(G)), the k-th determinan-
tal ideal of the matrixMX(G) = diag(x1, . . . , xn)−M(G), which is contained in
the polynomial ringR[X ]. In the univariate case we will use IRk (Mx(G)) ⊆ R[x],
and when the matrix has no indeterminate we use IRk (M(G)) ⊆ R. Similarly,
γR(MX) denote the number of trivial determinantal ideals under R[X ]. We will
be mainly interested when R is either R, Q or Z. Subtle differences appear; for
example, the ideal 〈2, x〉 is not principal in Z[x], but is trivial in Q[x].
The next result is useful when the ideal is defined over a PID.
Proposition 13. Let R[x] be a PID. Let M(G) be either of the adjacency,
Laplacian, distance or distance Laplacian matrix of G. Then, the k-determinental
ideal IRk (Mx(G)) of the graph G is isomorphic to the k-determinental ideal
of the Smith normal form of Mx(G). Moreover, I
R
k (Mx(G)) is generated by
∆k (Mx(G)), the gcd of the k-th minors of Mx(G).
Proof. If M is a matrix with entries in a PID R[x], then M is equivalent to its
SNF, a diagonal matrix diag(d1 . . . , dr, 0, . . . , 0) of rank r. And dk = ∆k/∆k−1,
where ∆k is the gcd of the k-minors of M , see Theorem 11. When restrict our
studies to a PID, say a ring of polynomials with coefficients in reals, the k-th
determinental ideal is principal, that is, it is generated by only one element:
∆k.
By the above result, we can apply elementary operations in the matrix with-
out changing the determinantal ideals in order to simplify the matrix and obtain
the generator; this is easier than to calculate the Gro¨bner basis of all k-minors.
Let M be a n × n integer matrix and let MX be the polynomial matrix
diag(x1, . . . , xn) − M . We can recover the invariant factors of M from the
determinantal ideals of MX as described in the following result.
Proposition 14. Let R be a PID, M an n × n matrix with entries in R, c
a row vector in Rn and X = {x1, . . . , xn} a set of indeterminates. Let MX =
diag(x1, . . . , xn)−M . Then the ideal IRk (MX) evaluated at X = c is generated
by ∆k(cIn −M), the gcd of the k-minors of cIn −M over R.
Proof. When the determinantal ideal IRk (MX) is evaluated at X = c, the ideal
obtained is the generated by the k-minors of cIn −M . Since R is a PID, then
the evaluated ideal is principal and generated by the gcd of the k-minors of
M .
Note that the determinantal ideals of a (polynomial) matrix M and its neg-
ative −M are the same. Thus from the determinantal ideals of matrix AX(G),
we can recover the SNF of the adjacency matrix of G. We can obtain many
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useful variants of the previous result, for example, by evaluating the determi-
nantal ideals of AX(G) at X = deg(G), we can recover the SNF of the Laplacian
matrix.
An application of Proposition 14 will be shown in Section 4 to prove that
some families of graphs are determined by the SNF of the distance Laplacian
matrix.
The next corollary shows one particular case which is useful for univariate
determinantal ideals and when the diagonal of the matrix is constant. We shall
use it in Section 2.3.
Corollary 15. Let R be a PID, M an n × n matrix with entries in R and
let c ∈ R. Let Mx = xIn −M . Then the ideal IRk (Mx) evaluated at x = c is
generated by ∆k(cIn −M), the gcd of the k-minors of M over R.
This is more restrictive, from the determinantal ideals of Ax(G) we can
recover the SNF ofA(G), and the G is r-regular, by evaluating the determinantal
ideals at x = r, we recover the SNF of L(G). This kind of evaluations will be
used in the rest of the paper to make connections between determinantal ideals
(in Z[X ] or Z[x]) and SNFs.
In the following subsections we focus on the determinantal ideals of the
polynomial matrices mentioned in Definition 12.
2.1 Critical ideals
The determinantal ideals IRk (AX(G)) were defined and studied in [17] as a
generalization of the critical group, which is the torsion part of the cokernel of
the Laplacian matrix.
Example 16. Consider the cycle with 4 vertices. Then
AX(C4) =


x0 −1 0 −1
−1 x1 −1 0
0 −1 x2 −1
−1 0 −1 x3

 .
Below we give the Gro¨bner bases of the critical ideals over Z[XC4 ]:
IZk (AX(C4)) =


〈1〉 if i ≤ 2,
〈x0 + x2, x1 + x3, x2x3〉 if i = 3,
〈x0x1x2x3 − x0x1 − x0x3 − x1x2 − x2x3〉 if i = 4.
Critical ideals generalize the SNF of several matrices associated to graphs
like the Laplacian, signless Laplacian and adjacency matrices of graphs, see
references [4, 17]. Thus, objects like the critical group and the Smith group can
be recovered from critical ideals. The following example illustrates it.
Example 17. Consider again Example 16. By evaluating the critical ideals
over Z[X ] of C4 at XC4 = deg(C4) = (2, 2, 2, 2), we obtain that the gcd of the k-
minors of L(G) are ∆k(L(C4)) = 1 for k ≤ 2, ∆3(L(C4)) = 4 and ∆4(L(C4)) =
8
0. Thus the critical groupK(C4) ∼= Z4. An evaluation of the critical ideals of C4
at the zero vector gives us that ∆k(A(C4)) = 1 for k ≤ 2, and ∆k(A(C4)) = 0
for k ∈ {3, 4}. Therefore, the Smith group S(C4) ∼= Z2.
Note that the varieties of critical ideals can also be regarded as a general-
ization of the Laplacian and adjacency spectra of G.
0
1
2
3
45
Figure 1: A graph whose fourth critical ideal is special.
Not much is known on the varieties of the critical and distance ideals. An
interesting example from [2] is that a Gro¨bner base of the fourth critical ideal of
the graph G in Figure 1 is given by IZ4 (AX(G)) = 〈x0 +x5− 1, x1+x5− 1, x2−
x5, x3 − x5, x4 + x5 − 1, x25 − x5 − 1〉. Here, a quadratic polynomial is one of
the generators of the ideal, which could allow the existence of complex solutions
in the varieties of critical ideals (in Z[X ]) of undirected graphs. On the other
hand, in [2] it was conjectured that the minimum rank mrR(G) ≤ γR(AX(G)).
This conjecture is related with the varieties of the critical ideals since if for
k = γR(AX(G)), the variety V
(
IRk+1(AX(G))
)
is not empty and is contained in
R, then mrR(G) ≤ γR(AX(G)). This conjecture is known to be true [2] for all
graphs with at most 7 vertices, and [1] for all graphs with minimum rank at
most 3.
One property of critical ideals is that they are monotone induced [17], that is,
if H is an induced subgraph of G, then, for each k ∈ [|V (H)|], the k-th critical
ideal of H is included in the k-th critical ideal of G. This behaviour is not
true in general for the critical group, for example the critical group of K4 is Z
2
4
meanwhile the critical group of K5 is Z
3
5. This property of the critical ideals can
be used [4, 5, 6] to find a characterization of Kk, the graphs whose critical group
have k invariant factors equal to 1. The first result in this direction appeared
when D. Lorenzini and, independently, A. Vince noticed in [33, 48] that the
graphs in K1, the graphs having critical group with one invariant factor equal to
1, consist only of the complete graphs. It is still an open problem to characterize
graphs in Kk [39]. A complete characterization of K2 was obtained in [4] using
critical ideals defined over Z[X ]. However, the characterization of the graphs in
K3 seems to be a hard problem [5]. For digraphs case, the characterization of
digraphs with at most 1 invariant factor equal to 1 was completely obtained in
[6]; this characterization turned out to be the same for digraphs with minimum
rank equal to 1 and for digraphs with zero-forcing number equal to n− 1.
Let σ be a permutation on V (G). Then σG is a graph on V (G) such that
{i, j} ∈ E(G) if and only if {σ(i), σ(j)} ∈ E(σG). Two graphs G and G′ on the
same vertex set V are called n-cospectral if there exists a permutation σ on V
such that det(AX(G)) = det(AσX(σG
′)).
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Proposition 18. [23, Proposition 1] Let G and G′ be two graphs with n vertices.
Then G and G′ are isomorphic if and only if they are n-cospectral.
The proof of the above result is a consequence of a bijection between the
edges of G and the monomials of degree n− 2 in det(AX(G)) given by {i, j} 7→
−
∏
k 6=i,j xk. We note that this bijection is a generalization of the fact that the
coefficient of the term xn−2 in det(Ax(G)) is the negative of the number of edges
of G. Since the determinant of the matrix is equal to the generator of the n-th
critical ideal, then we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 19. Let G and G′ be two graphs with n vertices. Then G and G′
are isomorphic if and only if there exists a permutation σ on V (G′) such that
the n-th critical ideals of G and σG′ are equal.
2.2 Distance ideals
The determinantal ideals IRk (DX(G)) were previously studied in [3]. The next
result extends Proposition 18 in [23] to the matrix DX .
Proposition 20. Let G and G′ be two graphs with n vertices. Then G and
G′ are isomorphic if and only if there exists a permutation σ on V such that
det(DX(G)) = det(DσX(σG
′)).
Proof. Let σ be a permutation on V (G). Then σG is a graph on V (G) such
that {i, j} ∈ E(G) if and only if {σ(i), σ(j)} ∈ E(σG). Since
det(M) =
∑
σ∈Sn
sign(σ)
n∏
i=1
Mi,σ(i),
there is a bijection between the edges of G and the monomials of degree n−2 in
det(D(G,XG)) given by {i, j} 7→ −dG(i, j)2
∏
k 6=i,j xk. Then the desired result
follows.
Proposition 20 implies that there are not two graphs with the same distance
ideals.
Corollary 21. Let G and G′ be two graphs with n vertices. Then G and
G′ are isomorphic if and only if there exists a permutation σ on V such that
IRn (DX(G)) = I
R
n (DσX(σG)).
2.3 Univariate determinantal ideals
Our main result of this section is a relation between the SNF of an integer
matrix M and its eigenvalues. This can be seen as an extension of a result
by Rushanan (see Theorem 1 in [44]), who studies the relationship between the
spectrum and the SNF of non-singular integer matrices with integer eigenvalues.
Note that his result is valid for any PID.
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Theorem 22. Let M be a n×n symmetric integer matrix and let Mx = xIn−
M . Suppose λ is a common root of the polynomials in IZk (Mx), then λ is an
eigenvalue of M , λ is a real number, and λ is a factor of ∆k(M) with division
defined in the ring of algebraic integers.
Proof. The polynomial ring Z[x] is Notherian, therefore we can assume the de-
terminantal ideal IZk (Mx) is finitely generated by the non-constant polynomials
q1(x), . . . , ql(x), and λ is a common root of these polynomials. By the contention
of the varieties shown in Proposition 2 and the fact that Mx is a symmetric ma-
trix, it follows that λ is a real root of the characteristic polynomial det(Mx).
Therefore λ is an eigenvalue of M . That is, the polynomial x − λ is a factor
of each polynomial in the determinantal ideal IZk (Mx). On the other hand,
when IZk (Mx) is evaluated at x = 0, then by Corollary 15 it follows that I
Z
k (M)
is generated by ∆k(M). Therefore, λ is a factor of ∆k(M), completing the
proof.
As a corollary of Theorem 22, we obtain Rushanan’s result [44].
Corollary 23. [44] Let λ be an eigenvalue of an integer nonsingular symmetric
matrix M , and let dn be the last invariant factor of the SNF of M . Then λ|sn
(division defined in the ring of algebraic integers).
Proof. Let d1, . . . , dn be the invariant factors of the SNF of M . Let m be the
multiplicity of λ. Then (x−λ)m divides det(xI −M) that equals ∆n(xI −M).
Suppose λ does not divide dn = ∆n(M)/∆n−1(M). This implies that (x− λ)m
also divides ∆n−1(M). But since dn−1 divides dn, then (x − λ)m is a factor of
∆n−2(xI −M). Analogously, for any k, (x−λ)m is a factor of ∆k(xI −M). In
particular the gcd of all entries of xI −M is equal to (x−λ)m. But this only is
possible when all non-diagonal entries of xI−M are zero andm = 1. From which
follows M = diag(λ, . . . , λ) is already in its SNF. Which is a contradiction.
Theorem 22 shows that the varieties of the univariate determinantal ideal of
an undirected graph are contained in the reals, therefore, from here on, we will
denote the variety of IRk (Mx) by V
R or V when we consider R = R or Z and
Mx = xIn −M with M being a symmetric integer matrix.
Example 24. Consider the bipartite graph K3,3. Then
Lx(K3,3) = xI6 − L(K3,3) =


x− 3 0 0 1 1 1
0 x− 3 0 1 1 1
0 0 x− 3 1 1 1
1 1 1 x− 3 0 0
1 1 1 0 x− 3 0
1 1 1 0 0 x− 3


.
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The Gro¨bner bases of the k-th Laplacian characteristic ideal IZk (Lx(K3,3)) are:

〈1〉 when k = 1, 2,
〈x− 3〉 when k = 3,
〈(x− 3)2〉 when k = 4,
〈(x− 3)3(x + 9), 3(x− 3)3〉 when k = 5,
〈x(x − 3)4(x− 6)〉 when k = 6.
By evaluating each IZk (Lx(K3,3)) at x = 0, we recover the SNF of the Laplacian
matrix of K3,3: diag(1, 1, 3, 3, 9, 0), and from the last ideal we obtain that the
eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix are {6, 0, 3, 3, 3, 3}.
The following result states that the varieties of the univariate determinantal
ideals are the same whether they belong to Z[x] or R[x], despite that the ideals
could be different.
Proposition 25. For any n×n symmetric integer matrixM , letMx = xIn−M .
Then V R(IZk (Mx)) = V
R(IRk (Mx)).
Proof. Suppose that the determinantal ideal IZk (Mx) is generated by the non-
constant polynomials q1(x), . . . , ql(x). Since R[x] is a PID, then 〈q1(x), . . . , ql(x)〉 ⊆
R[x] is generated by a unique polynomial, say q(x), that is the generator of
IRk (Mx). Therefore, there exist polynomials p1(x), . . . , pl(x) ∈ R[x] such that
p1(x)q1(x)+· · ·+pl(x)ql(x) = q(x). Then, if λ is a common root of q1(x), . . . , ql(x),
then λ is a root of q(x). On the other hand, if λ is a root of q(x), then λ is
a common root of all polynomials in IRk (Mx), in particular, λ is root of the
polynomials q1(x), . . . , ql(x), which are the generators of I
Z
k (Mx).
The varieties of the univariate determinantal ideals of the matricesAx and Lx
can be also used to bound the minimum rank and the zero-forcing number of a
graph; this particular application of the critical ideals appeared in [2]. However,
critical ideals are finer invariants than the determinantal ideals of the matrices
Ax and Lx. On the other hand, the evaluation of the determinantal ideals with
entries in Z[x] of Ax at x = 0 gives us the structure of the Smith group, and if
the graph is r-regular the evaluation of the ideals at x = r gives us the structure
of the sandpile group. The following two results provide an illustration of the
above and they follow by applying Proposition 3.15 and Theorem 3.16 in [17]
to the complete graph.
Proposition 26. The characteristic ideals of the complete graph Kn with n
vertices are given by
IZk (Ax(Kn)) =
{
〈(x + 1)k−1〉 if k ≤ n− 1,
〈(x + 1− n)(x+ 1)n−1〉 if k = n,
and
V
(
IZk (Ax(Kn))
)
=


∅ if k = 1,
{−1} if 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 1,
{n− 1,−1} if k = n.
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From the above result, we deduce the following corollary.
Corollary 27. Let Kn be the complete graph with n vertices. Then
(i) the minimum rank mr(Kn) of Kn is at most 1,
(ii) the sandpile group K(Kn) is isomorphic to Z
n−2
n ,
(iii) the Smith group (Kn) is isomorphic to Zn−1.
Proof. (i) Since V
(
IZ2 (Ax(Kn))
)
is not empty, we can apply the result in [2]
which shows that if there exists a ∈ Rn such that IRk (AX(G)) |X=a= 〈0〉 for
some k, then mr(G) ≤ k − 1, and we obtain mr(Kn) ≤ 1.
(ii) By evaluating the characteristic ideals at t = n−1, we obtain ∆k(L(Kn)) =
nk−1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, and ∆n(L(Kn)) = 0, from which follows that the SNF
of the Laplacian matrix of Kn is diag(1, n, . . . , n, 0).
(iii) By evaluating the characteristic ideals at t = 0, we obtain ∆k(A(Kn)) =
1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, and ∆n(A(Kn)) = n− 1, from which follows that the SNF
of the adjacency matrix of Kn is diag(1, . . . , 1, n− 1).
2.4 Overview of Section 2
Figure 2 provides an overview of the determinantal ideals which have been
investigated in Section 2.
Thm. 22SNF(M)
spectrum(M)
{
IRk (MX)
}n
k=1
{
IZk (Mx)
}n
k=1
{
IZk (MX)
}n
k=1
Figure 2: Relations between different determinantal ideals of an integer matrix
M .
Keeping using the notation above, for any n×n integer matrixM , we denote
Mx = xIn −M and MX = diag(x1, . . . , xn) −M . From the similarity theory
of matrices and the fact that each determinantal ideal IRk (Mx) is principal, we
know that determinantal ideals
{
IRk (Mx)
}n
k=1
, spectrum(M) and SNF(Mx) are
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equivalent. These concept are enclosed in a unique dashed region. The SNF
of M and determinantal ideals
{
IZk (Mx)
}n
k=1
are equivalent, and are enclosed
in the double lined region. The intersection of the SNF of M and its spectrum
is given by Theorem 22. Both the SNF and the spectrum are contained in the
determinantal ideals
{
IZk (Mx)
}n
k=1
that is enclosed in the bold line region. On
the other hand, the spectrum is generalized by the varieties of the determi-
nantal ideals
{
IRk (MX)
}n
k=1
, which are enclosed in the dotted region. Finally,
observe that all concepts lie in the determinantal ideals
{
IZk (MX)
}n
k=1
which
are enclosed in the biggest rectangle.
Given a graph G = (V,E) with n vertices, consider the n× n matrix X(G)
with rows and columns indexed by the vertices of G, in which the (u, v)-entry
is the indeterminate xu,v if uv ∈ E(G), and 0 otherwise. It will be interest-
ing to study the determinantal ideals of this matrix, since they generalize the
determinantal ideals presented in Section 2. The work of Katzman [32] can be
regarded as the determinantal ideals of X(G) with G a complete digraph with
loops. This research direction can also be linked with the minimum rank and
determinantal varieties in algebraic and tropical geometry [36].
3 Codeterminantal graphs
Codeterminantal graphs have already been defined in Section 2. In fact, the
following definition is equivalent to Definition 3, but here we need to introduce
a slightly different notation in order to specify the matrix and the ring in which
we are working on.
Definition 28. Let M be either of the adjacency, Laplacian, distance or dis-
tance Laplacian matrices. Two graphs G and H are MRx -codeterminantal if
IRk (Mx(G)) = I
R
k (Mx(H)) for each k ∈ [n]. We say that G and H are M
R
x -
codeterminantal mates if G and H are MRx -codeterminantal.
In Section 2 we showed that there exists no pair of codeterminantal graphs
with respect the critical ideals or the distance ideals. In this section, we shall
explore the notion of codeterminantal for matrices associated to graphs with at
most one indeterminate.
In particular, when the matrix has no indeterminate, we have that two
graphs G and H are MR-codeterminantal if IRk (M(G)) = I
R
k (M(H)) for each
k ∈ [n]. Thus G and H are MR-codeterminantal mates if G and H are
MR-codeterminantal. When R = Z, the ideal IRk (M(G)) is generated by
∆k(M) = gcd(minorsk(M)). This setting will also be explored.
Returning to the univariate case, the following example illustrates that the
there are subtle differences in taking different coefficients of the polynomial ring.
Example 29. Let G1 and G2 be the graphs shown in Fig. 3.
These graphs are the unique pair of ARx -codeterminantal graphs with 6 ver-
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G1 G2
Figure 3: A pair of ARx -codeterminantal graphs that are not A
Z
x-codeterminantal.
tices.
IRk (Ax(G1)) = I
R
k (Ax(G2)) =


〈1〉 if 1 ≤ k ≤ 4,
〈x+ 1〉 if k = 5,
〈(x− 1)(x+ 1)2(x3 − x2 − 5x+ 1)〉 if k = 6,
but when the base ring is Z[x], we observe that the characteristic ideals are
different, and they are no longer codeterminantal:
IZk (Ax(G1)) =


〈1〉 if 1 ≤ k ≤ 4,
〈2(x+ 1), (x+ 1)(x2 + 1)〉 if k = 5,
〈(x− 1)(x+ 1)2(x3 − x2 − 5x+ 1)〉 if k = 6,
and
IZk (Ax(G2)) =


〈1〉 if 1 ≤ k ≤ 3,
〈2, (x+ 1)〉 if k = 4,
〈4(x+ 1), (x+ 1)(x− 3)〉 if k = 5,
〈(x− 1)(x+ 1)2(x3 − x2 − 5x+ 1)〉 if k = 6.
However, their varieties, in R, for each k are the same, that is
V
(
IZk (Ax(G1))
)
= V
(
IZk (Ax(G2))
)
,
for each k ∈ [n].
Actually, the last observation holds in general: if two graphs G and H are
MRx -codeterminantal, then it holds that
V
(
IRk (Mx(G))
)
= V
(
IRk (Mx(H))
)
= V
(
IZk (Mx(G))
)
= V
(
IZk (Mx(H))
)
.
However, as shown in Example 29, the converse is not always true.
As aforementioned, not many relationships between the spectrum and the
SNF are known. The next result contributes in this direction by presenting a
necessary and sufficient condition for two graphs to be MRx -codeterminantal..
Theorem 30. The graphs G and H are MRx -codeterminantal graphs if and only
if V
(
IZk (Mx(G))
)
= V
(
IZk (Mx(H))
)
.
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Proof. If G and H areMRx -codeterminantal, then their determinantal ideals are
the same and thus V
(
IRk (Mx(G))
)
= V
(
IRk (Mx(H))
)
for each k. By Propo-
sition 25 we have V
(
IZk (Mx(G))
)
= V
(
IRk (Mx(G))
)
and V
(
IZk (Mx(H))
)
=
V
(
IRk (Mx(H))
)
from the only if part follows. The if part follows since IRk (Mx(G))
is principal and the generator is the polynomial
∏
λ∈V (IZk(Mx(G)))
(x− λ).
n N AQx A
Z
x L
Q
x L
Z
x D
Q
x D
Z
x F
Q
x F
Z
x
5 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 112 2 0 4 2 0 0 0 0
7 853 63 6 115 14 22 0 43 8
8 11117 1353 464 1611 280 658 186 745 130
9 261080 46930 17894 40560 14935 25058 ? 20455 ?
Table 1: Number of connected graphs with a MRx -codeterminantal mate for
various matrices over Q[x] and Z[x]. The number of vertices is denoted by n
and the number of connected graphs with n vertices is denoted by N .
Table 1 shows the number of graphs with a MRx -codeterminantal mate. In
this work we focus in the cases when the ring R is either Q and Z. We ob-
serve that there are less MZx -codeterminantal graphs than M
R
x -codeterminantal
graphs. In fact, it seems that univariate determinantal ideals with coefficients
in Z[x] are the best algebraic invariant to distinguish graphs.
It is worth to say that, aside that computing a determinantal ideal could
take something between few seconds to 2 minutes, computing Table 1 has its
difficulties, see Appendix B for an account of some of them.
Now we recall the definition of cospectral graphs.
Definition 31. Let M be either the adjacency, Laplacian, distance or distance
Laplacian matrices. Two graphs G and H areM -cospectral if M(G) and M(H)
have the same M -spectrum.
We note that Table 1 only calculates the number of codeterminental graphs
through nine vertices, though cospectral graphs have been enumerated up to
twelve vertices. This is due to the greatly increased computational complexity
of considering all minors of the matrix.
Number of vertices 5 6 7 8 9
Number of connected graphs 21 112 853 11117 261080
Adjacency 0 2 63 1353 46930
Laplacian 0 4 115 1611 40560
Distance 0 0 22 658 25058
Distance Laplacian 0 0 43 745 20455
Table 2: Number of connected graphs with a cospectral mate for the adjacency,
Laplacian, distance and the distance Laplacian matrices.
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Results in tables 1 (for Q) and 2 provide numerical evidence for Theorem 33,
which characterizes when MQx -codeterminental graphs are cospectral. In order
to prove Theorem 33, we will use the following result from [27].
Theorem 32. [27] If two graphs G and H are cospectral, then there exists an
orthogonal matrix U such that M(G) = UTM(H)U .
Theorem 33. Two graphs G and H are M -cospectral if and only if the graphs
are MQx − codeterminantal.
Proof. Let G and H be two M -cospectral graphs. By Theorem 32 there exists
an orthogonal matrix U such that M(G) = UTM(H)U . Since U−1 = UT ,
then applying Theorem 5, M(G) and M(H) are codeterminantal. The other
direction is trivial.
Table 2 provides the number of cospectral mates of a graph with respect of
several associated matrices. In [7] it is reported that there are 19778 cospectral
graphs with 9 vertices with respect to the distance Laplacian matrix. However,
in our computation we obtain 20455 cospectral graphs (see Table 2), and this
number coincides with the one in Table 1 (as expected by Theorem 33). Hence,
we confirm that the number reported in [7] is incorrect.
Next, we adopt the notation in [48] to introduce the definition ofM -coinvariant
graphs.
Definition 34. Let M be either the adjacency, Laplacian, distance or distance
Laplacian matrices. Two graphs G and H are M -coinvariant if the SNFs com-
puted over Z of M(G) and M(H) are the same.
If we wish to compute the generator of the k-th determinantal ideal IZk (M)
of an integer matrixM (without indeterminate), we can just apply Corollary 15.
Thus if f1 . . . fn are the elements in the diagonal of the SNF, then the generator
of IZk (M) is equal to
∏k
j=1 fj , which coincides with ∆k = gcd(minorsk(M)).
This avoids computing all k-minors. Based on this, we conclude that coinvariant
coincides with MZ-codeterminantal.
Theorem 35. Two graphs G and H are M -coinvariant if and only if the graphs
are MZ − codeterminantal.
Note that two graphsG andH beingM -coinvariant implies that the cokernel
of M(G) and M(H) are isomorphic, in particular the torsion part of the cok-
ernel are also isomorphic. The converse is not always true, since M -coinvariant
constraints the number of vertices of the graphs to be the same. An interest-
ing example comes from the Laplacian matrix, where it holds that if H is a
dual of a planar graph G, then the critical groups of G and H are isomorphic
[15, 48]. The computation of the invariant factors of the Laplacian matrix is
an important technique used for the understanding of the critical group and
the graph properties. The number of zeros in the diagonal of the SNF of the
Laplacian matrix gives the number of connected components, meanwhile the
multiplication of the invariant factors gives the number of spanning trees.
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Several researchers have addressed the question of how often the critical
group is cyclic. In [34] and [49] Lorenzini and Wagner, based on numerical
data, suggest that we could expect to find a substantial proportion of graphs
having a cyclic critical group. Based on this, Wagner conjectured [49] that
almost every connected simple graph has a cyclic critical group. A recent study
[50] concluded that the probability that the critical group of a random graph is
cyclic is asymptotically at most
ζ(3)−1ζ(5)−1ζ(7)−1ζ(9)−1ζ(11)−1 · · · ≈ 0.7935212,
where ζ is the Riemann zeta function; differing from Wagner’s conjecture.
Number of vertices 4 5 6 7 8 9
Number of connected graphs 6 21 112 853 11117 261080
Adjacency 4 20 112 853 11117 261061
Laplacian 2 8 57 526 8027 221830
Distance 2 15 102 835 11080 260771
Distance Laplacian 0 0 0 18 455 16501
Table 3: Number of connected graphs with a coinvariant mate for the adjacency,
Laplacian, distance and the distance Laplacian matrices.
Table 3 provides the number of M -coinvariant mates with the same number
of vertices. Biggs suggested in [11] that the SNF can be used to distinguish
graphs in cases where other algebraic invariants, such as those derived from the
spectrum, fail. Looking at Table 3, we observe that the SNF of the adjacency,
Laplacian and distance matrices may not be good in distinguishing graphs, since
for these matrices almost all graphs with at most 9 vertices have a coinvariant
mate. On the other hand, for the distance Laplacian seems there is more hope
for such characterization. Comparing the values from Table 2, we observe that
the SNF of the distance Laplacian seems to perform better for distinguishing
graphs than its spectrum.
It is well known that computing the characteristic polynomial or the SNF of
an integer matrix can be done in polynomial time. We carried out a performance
analysis, as it is shown in Figure 4, where we report the average time taken in
the computation of these two properties over matrices of randomly generated
connected graphs. For every generated graph we used four of its associated ma-
trices, the Adjacency (A), Laplacian (L), Distance (D) and Distance Laplacian
(F) matrices. In Figure 4, filled markers are for the characteristic polynomial
and empty markers are for the SNF. Every point in the plot represents the
average time of a subset of connected graphs on n vertices.
We considered all the connected graphs up to 9 vertices. From n = 10
vertices and above, the number of connected graphs is substantially large, hence
we developed a model to randomly generate samples of the graphs. A random
connected graph can be generated as follows: given n vertices we generate a
random spanning tree and then append each of the other possible edges with
probability p. A random graph depends on a parameter p other than the number
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Figure 4: The average time of computing the spectrum and the Smith normal
form of several matrices associated to graphs with n vertices.
of vertices, which measures the density of the graph (p = 0 for a minimal
connected graph and p = 1 for a complete graph). The distribution of the
number of edges of all the connected graphs on n vertices behave similar to
a binomial distribution Bin(m, 0.5), where m is the number of edges of the
complete graph on n vertices. To replicate this behavior, the density of each
random graph on n vertices was d = Bin(m, 0.5)/m. The sizes of all our samples
are 185, 656 for n = 10, . . . , 20.
The software used to make the above computations is Python 2.7.15 bundled
with Sage 8.8 on a Windows 10 Pro (64-bit), Intel(R) i5-3210M at 2.5 GHz (4
CPUs) and 8 GB RAM machine.
In Figure 4 we observe that for small n there is a clear advantage in com-
puting the SNF than the spectrum. However, this tendency is no longer true
after n = 15. At n = 20, the worst performance is displayed by spec(F ), mean-
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while the best performance is shown by spec(A). Not quite far from spec(A) are
spec(D), SNF(A), SNF(L), SNF(D) and SNF(F ). In general, the computation
of the SNF of all matrices seems to behave similarly, meanwhile there is a clear
difference with the different spectra (spec(A) and spec(D) perform better than
spec(F ) and spec(D)).
4 Graphs determined by their determinantal ide-
als
Since its introduction by Aouchiche and Hansen in [9], the distance Laplacian
matrix has received quite some attention regarding its spectral properties, see
for instance [8, 12, 19, 40]. Although from Tables 1 and 3 from the previous
section we observe that the distance Laplacian matrix provides the best graph
invariants in order to characterize graphs, there are not yet many known results
on spectral characterizations of graphs using the distance Laplacian matrix of
a graph [7, 40]. In this section we study families of graphs that are determined
by the SNF of the distance Laplacian matrix.
Theorem 36. Complete graphs are determined by the SNF of the distance
Laplacian matrix.
Before proving Theorem 36, we need the following results.
Theorem 37. [3] A connected graph has only one trivial distance ideal over
Z[X ] if and only if G is either a complete graph or a complete bipartite graph.
The next result is a consequence of Proposition 14 and Theorem 37.
Corollary 38. Let G be a connected graph such that its distance Laplacian
matrix has at most one invariant factor equal to 1, then G is a complete graph
or a complete bipartite graph.
Proof. By Proposition 14, if G is a graph whose IZk (DX(G)) is trivial, then, after
evaluating X = deg(G), we have ∆k(D(G)) = 1. This implies that the family of
graphs whose distance Laplacian matrix has at most one invariant factor equal
to 1 is contained in the family of graphs with at most one trivial distance ideals
over Z[X ]. Hence, the result follows from Theorem 37.
Note that the number of vertices of G can be deduced from the SNF of the
distance Laplacian matrix by looking at the number of elements in the diagonal
of SNF of the distance Laplacian matrix.
Recall also that the distance Laplacian matrix of a complete graph coincides
with its Laplacian matrix. The SNF of the Laplacian matrix of a complete
graph is known to be diag(1, n− 1, . . . , n− 1, 0). This implies that the sandpile
group for the complete graph Kn is isomorphic to Z
n−2
n−1.
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 36.
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Proof of Theorem 36. We know that the second invariant factor of the SNF of
F (Kn) and the gcd of the 2-minors of F (Kn) are equal to the number of vertices
minus one. Next, we shall prove that in fact complete graphs are the unique
graphs with this property. Assume n ≥ m ≥ 1. And let
F (Kn,m) =
[
(2n+m)In − 2Jn −Jn,m
−Jm,n (n+ 2m)Im − 2Jm
]
be the distance Laplacian matrix of the complete bipartite graph Kn,m, where
Jn denote the all-one matrix of size n × n. It follows that ∆1(F (Kn,m)) = 1.
Let us consider two cases: when Km,n is a star and when it is not a star. In the
first case, the 2-minors (with positive leading coefficient) of F (Kn,1) are:
L1 = {4n
2 − 4n− 3, 2n+ 1, 2n2 − n− 1}.
Considering n and m as indeterminates, the Gro¨bner basis of the ideal 〈L1〉 ⊆
Z[n,m] is generated by 2n + 1, which is different from n = (n + 1) − 1. Now,
the 2-minors (with positive leading coefficient) of F (Kn,m) are:
L2 = {4n
2 + 4nm− 8n+m2 − 4m, 2n+m, 0, 2n2 + 5nm− 6n+ 2m2 − 6m+ 3,
4n+ 2m− 3, 2n+ 4m− 3, 3, n+ 2m,n2 + 4nm− 4n+ 4m2 − 8m}.
Considering n and m as indeterminates, the Gro¨bner basis of the ideal 〈L2〉 ⊆
Z[n,m] is generated by n+2m and 3, which is not principal. In fact, m+n−1 /∈
〈n + 2m, 3〉 ⊆ Z[n,m]. From which follows that complete graphs are the only
graphs having the first invariant factor of the SNF of the distance Laplacian
matrix equal to 1 and the second invariant factor equal to the number of vertices
minus one.
Theorem 39. Star graphs are determined by the SNF of the distance Laplacian
matrix.
Proof. From the previous proof of Theorem 36, we know that the first invariant
factor of the SNF of F (Kn,1) is equal to 1 and the second invariant factor is
equal to 2n+ 1. Consider Kn,m with n ≥ m ≥ 2. We have that 2(n+m) + 1 /∈
〈n+ 2m, 3〉 ⊆ Z[n,m], from which follows that star graphs are the only graphs
having the first invariant factor equal to 1 and the second invariant factor equal
to two times the number of vertices plus one.
Recall that Lorenzini and Vince [33, 48] showed that complete graphs are
the only graphs with only one invariant factor equal to one in the SNF of the
Laplacian matrix, which leads directly to the following result.
Theorem 40. Complete graphs are determined by the SNF of the Laplacian
matrix.
As we have seen the best determinantal ideals, aside to the critical and dis-
tance ideals, to distinguish graphs are the univariate determinantal ideals in
Z[x] since they encode information on the SNF and the spectrum. They are
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more difficult to compute since these ideals are not principal in general, and we
have to compute their Gro¨bner bases instead. However, the last univariate de-
terminantal ideal of a n×n matrixM , IZn(Mx), is generated by the determinant
det(Mx), from which follows that if a graph G is determined by the spectrum,
then G is determined by their univariate determinantal ideals. Thus univariate
determinantal ideals in Z[x] can be used to distinguish graphs in cases where
the spectrum fail, as in Example 29.
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A Computing characteristic and distance char-
acteristic ideals with Macaulay2
In this appendix a code for computing the characteristic ideals of graphs with
Macaulay2 [24] is provided. For this example, we consider the graph ⋉, and
the polynomial ring R = Z[t]. We define the determinantal ideal I generated
by the set of minors of size i of matrix M with the code minors(i,M), and
compute its Gro¨bner bases with gens gb I. Thus, the following will compute
the characteristic ideals of ⋉ over Z.
1 G = graph({{0,1},{0,2},{0,3},{0,4},{2,3}})
2 R = ZZ[t]
3 M = diagonalMatrix{t,t,t,t,t}-G.adjacencyMatrix
4 for i from 1 to 5 do (
5 I = minors(i,M);
6 print(gens gb I);
7 )
The output is the following:
| 1 |
| 1 |
| 1 |
| 2 t+1 |
| t5-5t3-2t2+2t |
from which follows that γZ(G) = 3 and I
Z
4 (G, t) = 〈2, t + 1〉 and I
Z
4 (G, t) =
〈t5 − 5t3 − 2t2 + 2t〉.
Computing Gro¨bner basis of the distance characteristic ideals is also easy
with Macaulay2:
1 D = diagonalMatrix{t,t,t,t,t}-distanceMatrix G
2 for i from 1 to 5 do (
3 I = minors(i,D);
4 print(gens gb I);
5 )
The output is the following.
| 1 |
| 1 |
| 1 |
| 6 t-1 |
| t5-25t3-70t2-66t-20 |
We found useful to use McKay’s Nauty software [38] as Macaulay2’s package
NautyGraphs. For example the graph ⋉ can also be loaded with the following
code:
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1 loadPackage "NautyGraphs"
2 stringToGraph "Dt_"
B Difficulties in computing determinantal ideals
Many mathematicians have faced the difficulty of either to trust or to not the
results obtained under computer algebra systems [20]. In computing Table 1,
we had a similar situation when we had to compare the equality of two ideals,
which is a common problem in commutative algebra. Consider the following
code in Cocalc, in which, we compare two ideals by two methods: one direct
(line 4) and the other by using Gro¨bner bases (line 7).
1 R = PolynomialRing(ZZ, ’x’, implementation="singular")
2 I = R.ideal([x^3 + 1086*x^2 - 22022*x + 108388, 1106*x^2 - 22120*x +
108388])
3 J = R.ideal([x^3 - 20*x^2 + 98*x, 1106*x^2 - 22120*x + 108388])
4 I == J
5 I = I.groebner_basis()
6 J = J.groebner_basis()
7 I == J
The output of this code is the following.
True
False
The first one says that the ideals are the same and the other that they are
not. Therefore, one is incorrect. For this example, the reader can easily verify
by hand that both ideals are equal. The same error occours if we try to use
Maculay2 on Cocalc.
1 P = macaulay2.ring(’ZZ’, ’[x]’)
2 I = macaulay2.ideal( ("x^3 + 1086*x^2 - 22022*x + 108388", "1106*x^2 -
22120*x + 108388") )
3 J = macaulay2.ideal( ("x^3 - 20*x^2 + 98*x", "1106*x^2 - 22120*x +
108388") )
4 I == J
5 I = I.gb()
6 J = J.gb()
7 I == J
But when the computation is done in pure Macaulay2, the result is correct.
1 R = ZZ[x];
2 I = ideal({x^3 + 1086*x^2 - 22022*x + 108388,1106*x^2 - 22120*x +
108388});
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3 J = ideal({x^3 - 20*x^2 + 98*x,1106*x^2 - 22120*x + 108388});
4 I == J
5 gens gb I == gens gb J
This mistake could be due to the computation of the Gro¨bner bases of polyno-
mials with coefficients in Z is not a common task, making it susceptible.
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